Cased-In Wire-O
For your next project if you are:
1.
2.
3.

Looking for the look and feel of a case bound book
Wanting the lay-flat benefits of a wire-o bound book
Needing to print copy on the spine

...Cased-In Wire-O is the style of binding you should select!
Cased-In Wire-O bound books allow for the
ultimate in lay-flat binding combined with the
added value of a turned-edge or hard case
cover. The durability of Cased-In Wire-O is
ideal for any project that requires your books
to withstand repeated or long term use such
as journals, cookbooks and instruction
manuals.
A three step process Cased-In Wire-O production involves three stages, with the first two
performed simultaneously. The first step is to wire-o bind the book block.
Similar to traditional wire-o binding, the books are punched and the wire is
inserted through the punched holes. However, the book is bound with a
one piece (wrap around) cover that is called an end sheet. The second
step is to manufacture the turned-edge case. This process is performed
with the cloth or offset printed/film laminated wrap being turned over the
edges of binder's board to form the hard case. It is common for the case
toalso contain a spine board. The final step is to glue the end sheets
(wrap around cover) of the wire-o bound book into the case.

Although it is as easy as 1-2-3, the
Eckhart advantage is that we can
engineer all three steps to ensure a
perfect fit and also control all of the
production required under our roof. The
result is a properly constructed book that
is manufactured as efficiently and
economically as is possible.

As your partner in business, Eckhart & Company would love to help you
plan and produce your next Cased-In Wire-O project from conception to
completion. We are capable of producing Cased-In Wire-O binding
efficiently and to the highest quality standards.

